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        Dentist - Midlothian, TX

        Dentistry with Purpose.

        When you walk into our dental office near you, you’ll instantly realize you’re somewhere different – better. Dr. Tony Nguyen and our kind, caring dental team strive to ensure your time with us is productive, positive, and (dare we say) fun! 
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      [image: Christian faith cross symbol] Faith-Based
 Dentistry
 We are here for you, as a person. The teeth just follow along.

      [image: Animated exclamation mark] Great with
 Anxious Patients
 Free nitrous oxide at every visit. IV sedation also available.

      [image: Animated house with heart inside of it] Privately-Owned
 Dental Practice
 Proud members of the Midlothian community for 10+ years.

      [image: Animated computer screen]  Little Perks
 Always Included
 With TVs and massage chairs in every room, sit back and relax!

      [image: Animated circle with a diagonal line through the center] Gluten, Preservative,
 BPA & Amalgam-Free
 Non-invasive and safe holistic products available upon request.
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      Midlothian's Dentist

      From Our Family to Yours.
      Dr. Nguyen knows very well that visiting the dentist’s office can often be a stressful ordeal, which is why he always makes it a priority to help nearby patients feel comfortable, in control, and well cared for throughout every stage of treatment. To him, you’re so much more than just your smile. He truly cares about the happiness and wellbeing of the people who come through his door, taking the time to get to know everyone on a deep, personal level and building relationships that last. 

      Whether you’re struggling with missing teeth and are interested in modern dentures, want to transform your smile with cosmetic dentistry, or are interested in bringing in the whole family for dedicated dental checkups, rest assured that everyone has a place waiting for them here at Dr. Nguyen’s dental office. He considers your dental health to be his spiritual responsibility and privilege! 
 
      Meet Dr. Nguyen
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        Dental Implant
 Tooth Replacements

        When your smile is incomplete, even simple pleasures like eating your favorite foods and chatting with friends can become a challenge. Thankfully, dental implants can help turn back the clock, seamlessly recreating beautiful, durable teeth from the ground up. Better yet, Dr. Nguyen offers every stage of treatment in-office! 

        Learn About Dental Implants
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        Cosmetic Dentistry
 & Smile Makeovers

        Even healthy teeth may not project the polished, confident image you want at times. Thankfully, Dr. Nguyen offers a wide variety of cosmetic dentistry solutions near you that can erase frustrating flaws and boost your self-image! Porcelain veneers, metal-free dental restorations, Opalescence Boost teeth whitening, Invisalign, and more options are available. 

        Discover Cosmetic Treatments
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        Google’s Top-Rated Midlothian Dentist

         Our Patients Absolutely Love Us
      

      
          
          

          
      

    
      
        
            Dr. Nguyen is invested, he is all in, practicing comprehensive, exceptional, and truly personalized dentistry. I am certain that as a provider, Dr. Nguyen takes joy in his work. As well, he cares about each of his carefully selected, most excellent Assistants and Hygienists. He chose staff that will care for his patients in a personal as well as professional manner. It’s an excellent approach to business, satisfied customers that will return are the cornerstone of every successful medical or dental practice. But it’s more than that. Dr. Nguyen loves his patients. He doesn’t want to process patients and maximize profits. He wants to serve his patients, to connect with and care for them… Just take your teeth and oral health to Dr. Ngyuen and team at Legacy and experience it for yourself. Be prepared to be surprised."



            
            
            Anthony T., DeSoto, TX
        
          
              The most wonderful dentist I ever been to. I've been to 3 other dentist in the area and Legacy is the most professional and honest around. I suffered from extreme tooth pain for months … with legacy within 15 min of walking in the door they made it a focus to relieve my pain even before the exam started. The dentist was so kind and knowledgeable he fixed what other dentists could not on the first visit and they didn't try to charge me for any unnecessary work. I am very grateful I found this place and I highly recommend."



              
              
              Michael S., Midlothian, TX
          
          
              Dr. N at Legacy Dentistry is the absolute BEST dentist I have ever been to in my entire life. I have had so many terrible experiences with other dentists… I have *severe* anxiety about going to the dentist, and as a result, waited far too long to have my mouth looked at. Dr. N’s team was genuinely kind, compassionate, and reassuring from the very start, helping to put me at ease in every way they could. I had to have 3 extractions done in one day, because I had waited too long, and I was terrified, but my fear was unnecessary. Dr. N is the FIRST dentist that has ever given me a completely pain-free experience. Dr. N and his whole team have made a loyal and enthusiastic patient out of this woman. I cannot recommend them highly enough!



              
              
              Lauren S., Cedar Hill, TX
          
      

    

      
      Read More Reviews
  
  
  
    
      
        Every Dental Need Under 1 Roof

        No two people are exactly alike, and neither are the goals they have in mind for their smiles. That’s why our nearby dental office features a comprehensive menu of dentistry treatment options – from preventive care to emergency dentistry – so there is something for everyone! If you are interested in a holistic approach, Dr. Nguyen is also happy to make those dental services and materials available to you. 
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    Dental Insurance & Flexible Financing
    Do you need help navigating the cost of dentistry? We’re here to help make the treatments you need as affordable as possible without sacrificing quality. To do this, we welcome all PPO plans and work hard to maximize your benefits. No insurance? That’s okay! We also happily accept flexible financing through trusted third-party lenders like CareCredit and Lending Club. Plus, we offer periodic specials on some of the most sought-after treatments. In short, if you need help understanding the cost of your dental care, don’t hesitate to let us know!

  
  
    Finding Our Nearby Dental Office
    Your dental needs – from routine checkups to calming sedation dentistry – are important to us, and we can’t wait to help you achieve a smile you’re truly proud of. Our Midlothian dental office is located at 151 Walton Way #102. We aren’t far from Hwy 287 and Hwy 67, making us a convenient drive for patients near and far. You’ll find us near Chase Bank, Starbucks, and Taco Casa. Of course, if you need some help finding us, don’t hesitate to let us know!

  
  
    
      Stay Connected with Us
      Been to our office recently? Tag us @legacydentistry on Instagram!
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                    Get In Touch
                
                (972) 723-1148
                151 Walton Way #102,
 Midlothian, TX 76065
                
                    Office Hours
                    Monday 9:30 am – 5:00 pm

                    Tuesday 9:00 am – 5:00 pm

                    Wednesday 9:00 am – 5:00 pm

                    Thursday 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
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